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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

16th September

This is the first of our “winter”

meetings back at Imjin Barracks,

Innsworth. Please allow time to book in

at the Guardroom before being escorted

to the Sergeants’ Mess.

Our speaker will be Mike Ramsey from

the South West Counter Terrorism Unit.

He will be talking about airfield security

and Operation Pegasus. He would also

like to update the unit’s database of

airfields. As in the past we will be starting

at 8.00pm.

Quote of the Month

“I live for that exhilarating moment

when I'm in an airplane rushing

down the runway and pull on the stick

and feel lift under its wings. It's a magical

feeling to climb toward the heavens,

seeing objects and people on the ground

grow smaller and more insignificant. You

have left that world beneath you. You are

inside the sky”.— Gordon 'Gordo' Cooper,

Fly-in Reports

12th August - Long Marston by Brian

Finch

Well, it was a long time coming and

well worth the wait following a

cancellation on the 22nd July, and this

was the next opportunity, unbelievable

for the middle of the summer. Arranging

these Wednesday BBQ's is not as easy as

you may think! I reckon its about time

the BBC sacked the Met Office! (They

have! - Ed)

Remembering what Granddad said, “If

you fail to prepare, prepare to fail”, so on

the Tuesday Evening I loaded up the

trailer with the BBQ's, tables, chairs etc

for a quick getaway the next day as

pressure of work meant no day off.

With the help of my Team, Sean and Zak

Davenport we arrived at 4.30ish to set

things up. My other helper and member

Dominic Connelly arrived at 5.00 ready to

help Zak marshall the arrivals into

sensible parking positions.

First arrival, John Hunt, had to wait for

his burger while we got the coals going.

It wasn't long before the sky began to fill

with hungry pilots who, after all, hadn't

been fed since Eastbach weeks before.

Sean soon had everyone filled with

burgers and sausages while Zak

abandoned his marshalling duties in

favour of serving up cheesecake and  ice

cream, I wonder why ?



With the nights drawing in now, everyone

started to disperse and by 8.15, 24 of the

25 arrivals had departed. Only one

remained, Bruce and Wendy's Taylorcraft

would not start due to fuel vapour lock.

Bruce said he's getting fed up with this

happening - it was the 3rd time in 22

years! We were all a bit concerned

leaving it tied down outside due to the

poor forecast but it never arrived and

Bruce picked XT up on Saturday evening,

no worse for wear.

Well, that’s another year done for me as

host, and by the time you read this, the

end of the summer fly-ins, or is it ?

18th August - Windrush by Brian Finch

The Windrush Event was a departure

from our normal Fly-in procedure.

Firstly, it was on a Tuesday and secondly

it started at lunchtime.

It all started when Bill King invited the

SVMC to attend an event at Windrush

Airfield to commemorate the 75th

anniversary of the actions of Sergeant

Pilot Bruce Hancock, who you will

remember brought down an enemy

bomber by ramming it with his unarmed

Anson trainer, losing his life in the

process.

We were requested to arrive between

12:00 and 13:30 as the Commemoration

was scheduled for 14:00. It was a

pleasant surprise to see 12 Aircraft /

members from the club found time to fly

in, well done guys.

At 14:00 precisely, standard bearers

from the RAF Association and British

Legion paraded in front of an impressive

audience comprising of RAF personnel ,

SVMC members, members of the OXCOT

branch MVT and other local interested

parties including the direct descendant of

Sgt Pilot Bruce Hancock.

Before unveiling the Commemorative

plaque, Bill King reminded us all of the

important role RAF Windrush had played

during WW II, training many hundreds of

Pilots of various nationalities for roles in

Bomber Command. It was during one of

these training flights when night training,

an enemy aircraft joined in the circuit and

began firing at the trainees. Sgt Pilot

Bruce Hancock took exception to this

and, as the Anson Trainer was unarmed,

rammed the enemy, losing his life in the

process. A painting, dramatically

depicting the scene was presented to Sgt

Pilot Bruce Hancock's nephew.

On the conclusion of the

Commemoration, at precisely 15:00 we

were treated to a Herc Fly Past from RAF

Brize Norton  followed by refreshments

provided by the OXCOT branch of the

MVT and prepared by none other than the

sister of our own John Davis, very nice

too!

Of course, this was only the first part of

our day. As many members could not

make the daytime event, we decided,

with the help of Andy Virgoe's travelling

BBQ, to hold an evening fly-in as well, but

as it was a Tuesday, attendance didn't



break any records with 6 aircraft arrivals.

On the positive side, there were plenty of

burgers to go around !

RAF Windrush Commemoration fly-in

18th August 2015 by John Miller

The usual Wednesday fly-in was

changed to a Tuesday as an invitation

had been received by the SVMC from the

OXCOT branch of  MVT, (Oxfordshire &

Cotswolds branch of the Military Vehicles

Trust).  The invitation was to attend a

Commemorative Ceremony at what was

RAF Windrush, a WW2 RAF flying training

airfield.

The 18th August, 75 years ago to the

day, has started to be called the “hardest

day” as it marks the peak of the Battle of

Britain in 1940. At about 2350 hrs that

same day  Sergeant Pilot, Bruce

Hancock, based at the airfield, rammed a

Heinkel 111 bomber. The Heinkel with a

crew of 4 was flying in the circuit and

Hancock was in an unarmed Anson

training aircraft. Both aircraft came down

near to the airfield and all 5 were killed.

The event marked this heroic action by

Hancock, and was also to unveil a new

plaque, mounted on a large piece of

cotswold stone, commemorating the role

of RAF Windrush during the war. The

original plaque to honour Bruce Hancock

had been refurbished and was also to be

re-dedicated.

Any club members wishing to fly in to the

event had to be on the ground by 1300

hours and about 11 three axis and 1

flexwing flew in and were neatly line up

on the airfield not far from the control

tower.

The OXCOT branch of MVT had arrived

earlier with several WW2 military vehicles

on display, including US jeeps.

About 200 people attended the event,

ably  organised by Mr Bill King of OXCOT.

Serving members of RAF Brize Norton

were represented together with

representatives from the RAFA, Royal

British Legion, local Parish Councils, and

family of Bruce Hancock.

A short talk was given by Bill King about

RAF Windrush during the war and about

Bruce Hancock The the plaques were

unveiled. There followed a short address

given by an ex Vicar of Windrush and an

RAF Chaplain from Brize Norton.  As a

closing touch a large oil painting of the

Anson ramming the Heinkel was

presented to Keith Hancock, a nephew of

Bruce Hancock.

On conclusion a fly over of a C130

Hercules from RAF Brize Norton took

place at low level.

Refreshments were then provided after

which vehicles and most of the aircraft

made for home.

From 1700 onwards some 6 other aircraft

arrived from SVMC for the evening fly-in

and the crews were soon tucking into the

usual tasty barbie.



The afternoon fly-in was a memorable

experience and reminded everyone of the

sacrifices made by aircrew in the last war,

many of whom were only in their twenties.

Thank you OXCOT for the invitation.

9th September - Hawling by Brian

Finch

Well, the weather gods at last smiled

upon us for this last Wednesday evening

Fly-in. There were a couple of doubts as

the Easterly wind forecast was at times

beyond what we would normally arrange

a fly-in for. Even on the day the 12/g20

forecast would appear to make landing

on the easterly runway a no brainer

especially as hawling is nearly 1000ft.

However, when I arrived, 18 was the

runway in use and I landed with no

problem as did everyone else, some

choosing the SE runway, the longest and

into wind.

On arrival, Andy Virgoe was already up

and running with his famous travelling

BBQ ably assisted by Eurofox Guru Roger

Cornwell.

Due to the shorter days sunset was

around 7:45 the first of the 18 arrivals

began to depart at 7:00 with a stream of

departures in the next 30 mins. I have to

admit being last away but arrived at Long

Marston in time to hangar the plane and

leave the airfield before they closed the

gates.

Many thanks to John and Sue Davis for

providing a great venue and Andy for the

excellent BBQ. See you all next year ?

Petition to the Government to “Keep

Airfields Greenfields”

(The item below was forwarded by Jon

Ingram and is relevant to all pilots. The

petition originates from Tom Dawson,

organiser of Fly UK.)

This petition is now online on the

government website at

https://petition.parliament.uk/signature

s/1579989/verify/Hey76XCUWKi4xIBIyC

Please feel free to circulate this link to all

our members and those interested in

protecting our airfields and flying sites.

We need 10,000 signatories to trigger a

Government response. I am sure if we all

work together, from all aspects of

aviation, we can easily trigger that.

As the online petition is limited to

something like just over 100 words, a

longer version of our case and concerns

is also attached. You will find this

underneath the Parliament.uk e-mail.

KEEP AIRFIELDS GREENFIELDS.

Review Airfield Classification as

Brownfield Sites.

In 2003 an ‘administrative oversight’ led

to the deletion of a footnote in PPG3,

noting that airfields and hospital grounds

should not be considered as appropriate

brownfield sites. Current definitions of

previously developed land make no

reference to airfields or flying sites. As a

result, developers and local planning

authorities are increasingly and

inappropriately treating airfields as

brownfield sites for land redevelopment,

leading both to the loss of an important

part of national transport infrastructure

and the destruction of significant areas of

natural habitat within airfield boundaries.



The UK network of GA aerodromes is

regarded by DfT as an important part of

the national transport infrastructure.

While Commercial Air Transport or airline

operations are focussed on scheduled

flights from just 25 airports around the

UK, General Aviation with smaller aircraft

types uses more than 120 aerodromes

licensed by the Civil Aviation Authority for

non-scheduled passenger carrying and

between 350 and 500 unlicensed flying

sites.

This network of GA aerodromes around

the UK has been recognised by DfT as

providing vital amenities for sport flying,

connectivity for business travellers and

acting as an important part of the national

transport infrastructure; providing

economic benefits and ‘point to point’

access. This allows passengers and

cargoes to be delivered closer to their

ultimate destination, reducing time, cost,

fuel use and emissions.

They also provide important infrastructure

and support for activities such as police

and pollution patrols, medical flights,

aerial surveys, and search and rescue

operations. In recent years however a

significant number of airfields have closed

and others have been threatened as a

result of owners seeking to release the

value of their land and local planning

authorities prioritising housing and other

development on the land they occupy.

It is noteworthy that the curtilage of many

airfields is now being recognised as an

important ‘open green space’ by many

Local Planning Authorities and there is

increasing evidence from local nature and

environmental surveys that airfields are

increasingly important as a low-

insecticide, low-herbicide, sanctuary for

plants, insects and associated wildlife.

In July 2015, organisations involved in

every spectrum of aviation were shocked

by the proposal in the Chancellor’s

summer budget statement to allow

automatic planning permission to be

granted for housing developments on

designated brownfield sites. This

unintended consequence of wider policy

on the development of redundant

industrial sites was described by ‘Pilot’

magazine as “the darkest news to face

General Aviation for some time”.

We demand a review of the brownfield

designation of airfields in recognition of

the role that they play both as an

important part of our national transport

infrastructure and as an important yet

often overlooked environmental “green

space”.

ENDS

For more information please contact

Steve Slater at ss@kingpinmedia.co.uk

or Charles Henry, Chairman, General

Aviation Awareness Council at

charles.henry@gaac.org.uk

Google and Drones

One of the recent computer

magazines contained an article

setting out Google’s proposal in the USA

for controlling airspace under 500 feet.

The reason behind this is that both

Google and Amazon wish to implement

delivery of their parcels by drone. The

suggestion, at the moment, is to take

“moment-to-moment control of

airspace under 500 feet away from air

traffic control authorities and put it in

the hands of private airspace providers”.

These providers would receive data

from all aircraft in flight, including

helicopters, commercial aircraft and

hobbyist drones. Before each flight each

aircraft would file a flight plan. Currently

the FAA allows drone flight only within

visual line of sight.

The next stage would be the

requirement for all aircraft to use ADS-B

transponders. At present such

transponders cost about £1500 but

Google has started development of an

“ultra low cost” transponder which all

could afford.



Steve Vos, Head of Google’s Wing

Project,is quoted as saying, “If you can’t

afford it, you can’t afford to fly.” He also

wants other network operators to join

Google in this project and enjoined them,

”Join us. You guys can make a ton of

money and so can we.” The FAA is also

being lobbied by filmmakers, estate

agents, engineers and others who see

drones as a way to change or improve the

way some work is currently done.

(Editor’s comment:-Coming soon to

airspace near you?)
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